ASSC Newsletter June 2021:[#1]
Hello fellow members
This is the first of the monthly newsletters that will keep you informed
of happenings at the club.
Since the initial arrival of Covid last year, much of the world as we
knew it has been severely disrupted. We have lost friends of the club
and many of our normal activities have been curtailed or put on hold.
As far as SAPF goes last year’s provincial and National shoots were
cancelled and the same applies this year. It remains to be seen when
these events will resume.
In an attempt to keep people on the ranges SAPF has introduced a
monthly shoot, to be held at the respective clubs, and the scores will
be entered onto the National logs. These will be shot on the second
and third weekends of each month and include both ISSF and NPA
events.
From the Club’s point of view there are several items we would like
to give feedback on:
1: A survey link was sent out earlier this year. We received 43
responses from the 106 members of the club.

2. One of the main points raised was that a fair amount of people
cannot shoot on Saturday’s due to work commitments. As a result the
club is now open every second Sunday from 8am till 12 midday.
3. Another point raised was that people needed help with regards to
reloading and coaching courses. We have already completed the first
reloading course and a coaching clinic is to follow.
4. Range one is being converted to accommodate IDPA shooting in an
attempt to attract more people into the club. The range will also be
able to used for 50 yards/metre shooting as before.
5. In order to provide a bit of variety in a cheaper way we are also
holding a 25metre benchrest shoot for air rifles on the first Saturday
of each month. The shooting can be done between 11am and 2pm.
6. LASTLY: we encourage each member of the club to shoot at least
one event per month, either in ISSF or NPA
Please feel free to contact a committee member if there are any
queries, comments, problems, suggestion that will help improve the
club.

Work in progress on the new IDPA range

